SHIPPING

Full Cure - 1 Hour

Set Time - 10 Minutes to Set Unit Once Poured
Rise - 1.5 Hours After Pounding on Floor
Cream Time - 4.7 Minutes After Shaking
35 Degrees F.

AVAILABILITY

Full Cure - 30 Minutes

Set Time - 7-10 Minutes to Set Unit Once Poured
Rise - 2.5 Hours After Pounding on Floor
Cream Time - 2-3 Minutes After Shaking (30 Seconds @ 100°F)
80 Degrees F.

PRICING

Stock # FMIK-1 (1-gal. Kit)
Stock # FMIK-1 (5-gal. Kit)
Stock # FMIK-1 (1-gal. Kit)
Stock # FMIK-1 (5-gal. Kit)

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

- Temperature: Working 70-90°F
- Use Time: Will not work in the product
- Rise Time: Will not rise two after product
- Set: 4 Hours
- Immediate: Immediately into the hole
- Pour... 3
- Shake... 2
- Mix... 1
- Mixing Jug...
- Mixing Unit...
- Mixing Unit...

EASY TO USE IN 4 SIMPLE STEPS
KIT CONTENTS: PART A + PART B + MIXING JUG
 FOR SHOWER AND BATH UNITS
The Ultimate Structural Support System
FOAM INSTALLATION KIT